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The new imagesource.com - Quicker. Easier. Brighter. Better.
Image Source the world’s leading independent producer for creative royalty free stock photography,
announces the launch of its brand new website.
Oct. 17, 2008 - PRLog -- A new era dawns for high-end royalty free brand Image Source, with the
introduction of its new website and adoption of the latest technology to deliver an exceptional marketplace
destination. Customer feedback, testing and comprehensive market research has strongly influenced the
development of the new website, ensuring a simple and innovative user experience tailored towards the
high-end creative art buying sector. Image Source now has a market leading premium web platform to
mirror its premium creative content.
Discover the unique horizontal navigation
Save time. Find the right image with a more accurate search engine
Browse images more efficiently with a creative and product focused page design
Take full advantage of the screen size through resolution independence
Drag and drop, select and purchase effortlessly with an all-new, fully integrated lightbox
Share images with clients and teams working in different locations
Image Source’s Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Christina Vaughan comments “We have harnessed
the energy that we channel into creating the best images in the market into creating a destination website.
We want our customers to be able to view, access and purchase our imagery as quickly as possible with
minimum hassle.” The new http://www.imagesource.com.
###
About Image Source
Image Source is the world's leading independent producer and brand for creative and commercial royalty
free stock photography. Headquartered in London, UK, with regional offices in Cologne and New York, the
company also supplies imagery through over 150 partners worldwide. This strong international sales
network enabled the company to win the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in the International Trade Category
in 2005.
Image Source has also been shortlisted by The Sunday Times Best Employers Guide 2008 as ‘One to
Watch’ and is in The Guardian’s 2008 book of Britain’s Top Employers. The company is also accredited
with ISO 9001 and achieved a place on the 2008 Media Momentum Top 50, a list of the fastest growing
digital media companies in the UK. Creative professionals around the world can purchase and download
instantly from the website http://www.imagesource.com.
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